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15 minutes for which it was worth the wait. Golden years of
the Sprint network. 
Soldier , mindw0rk 
Posted: dl, 10/18/04 00:06

In the late 70s. public data networks (PDNs), such as TELENET, have become
increasingly popular, and a specific set of protocols was required to provide
their customers with a connection to the global network. Their introduction
and standardization promised to increase the number of PDN subscribers due
to the increased compatibility of equipment and reduce the prices for using
the network. The result of the work in this direction was the emergence of a
group of protocols, the most popular of which was x25. It is on its basis that
the Sprint network operates, which is so popular in the former Soviet Union
to this day. 

  
The X.25 protocol was developed by the American telephone companies AT & T and US
Sprint. The main focus of the developers is on its performance regardless of the type of
operating system and hardware manufacturer. The X.25 protocol is governed by one of
the UN agencies, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). And the owners of
Sprint are large American communications companies UTI and GTE. Their subsidiary US
Sprint owns the world's largest network of fiber optic channels.

Sprint Introduction

The Sprint network is spread throughout the CIS, you can connect to it from
almost any city. It is a direct development of Telenet, one of the first public
packet switching networks. The main component of the Sprint network is
Packet Switching Centers (PAD). In order to gain access to the network, it is
enough to connect a normal terminal program with the nearest PAD, and by
connecting, you can access other networks based on the X.25 protocol
through special gateways. It is also possible to access the Internet, which was
used until recently by Russian freeloaders.

FREEINET  how is this possible?

On the Sprint network, many learned when the rumor passed that you could
have a free Internet through it. In fact, nothing free was there. Passwords
were stolen from legitimate network users simply by scanning for shared
resources. Those who managed to catch several passwords in this way were
not kept for themselves, but shared with others for the reason that “they
would not put everyone in sight”. 

  
NUI (Network User Identificator)  Network User ID, access code and password. Provided
by the network resource provider (provider). Used as an account number from which
money will be withdrawn during your work with the network.
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In the second half of the 90s. many surfs on the Internet in search of new
scripts to connect to the network, but only after some time the people began
to wonder if this was legal and what to do so that uncles in uniform once did
not knock on the door. Calculate the freeloader if desired was not difficult - on
all pools to connect to the PAD there are caller IDs. People began to slowly
create PGP disks and store all their good on them. But the freeloaders, for the
most part, caused losses to foreign firms, and were not in a hurry to catch
them.

Cisco router in x25 network 
 

 
Script that uses authorization via CISCO router with ppp connection: 
 
proc main 
transmit "@ D ^ M" 
waitfor "TERMINAL =" 
transmit "D1 ^ M" 
waitfor "@" 
transmit "here should be the addressc of the router ^ M" 
waitfor "login : " 
transmit" here your login ^ M " 
waitfor" password 

 is specified : " transmit" here indicates your password ^ M " 
endproc 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
CUT3 
Script using NUI, thanks to which you can access the Internet to registered users. 

 proc main 
delay 1 
transmit "@" 
delay 1 
transmit " 

  
 
waitfor "@" 
transmit "set 1: 0.2: 0.3: 0.4: 1.5: 0.6: 5.7: 21.8: 0.9: 0.10: 0.11: 0 , 12: 0.13: 0.14: 0.15:
0.16: 0.17: 0.18: 0.19: 0.20: 0.21: 0.22: 0.0: 0.57 : 1.63: 0 ^ M " 
delay 1 
retr: 
transmit" address, login, password ^ M " 
waitfor" ~ "then cont, 
" 74 "then retr 
cont: 
endproc
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PPP session setup

Some providers, mostly bourgeois, provide access to the Internet through x25
networks to provide their subscribers with roaming around the world. Until
recently, UUNET accounts were actively used. After the hackers found the
shared computer of the user of this network, they retrieved the PAL (Phone
Access Lookup) access program configuration file located in C: \ progra ~ 1 \
pal \ pal.ini. Then it was decrypted using a special program.

After the company's leaders learned about the fact of password theft, access to
their network from Russia was covered. But the freeloaders did not stop, and
they began to look for workarounds. For example, it was possible to use an
account through the shell of a CISCO router, for which access to UUNET is
allowed, or through other networks using NUI.

There are also Russian providers that provide their customers with roaming
and are available from the Sprint network. These include Gin
(http://www.gin.ru) and Informsvyaz-Chernozemye (http://www.vrn.ru), but
for obvious reasons, they were not used to get free Internet. 

  
AT & T is one of the market leaders in providing network services for businesses. This
company owns two huge networks Worldnet and Global Network (purchased from IBM in
1999). Both cover almost the entire world and have access points in many countries
around the world. This allows for a large scale to offer her Internet roaming and VPN. And
since they are provided through their own networks using firewalls and the SecIP protocol,
this guarantees high quality and reliability.

Sprint Chat

In addition to free Internet, people lived in the ICW5 network, where there
was a local chat. Usually, it was found by scanning to open ports, and over
time this place gathered people from all over the country. The chat was
available not only from the Sprint network, but also from a toll-free phone
with a connection time limit of 15 minutes.

He worked for about a year, until someone threw him in and announced him
in the fiery echo conference of RU.HALYAVA. After the closure of the old, a
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new chat appeared, and after some time everyone went there. And later, the
first private ftp-servers began to appear on the network. Petsoft started it,
followed by others. Many created the radio servers "MP3 Shoutcast", there
was even a city radio station. The people were hacked to Soldier, Quake2, tic-
tac-toe, tetris and others geymuhi sharpened under the network. People
under the name New_User installed an nntp server with network echoes
Fido, someone wrote special scripts for mIRC. Life was in full swing ...

Elite sprint script

For many, ICW5 has become a second home, as there were no alternative free
chats anywhere else. Some modem did not turn off all day.

In the chat, they mostly communicated on two channels: #general and # x25.
On the first one, where they talked about everything (virtual sex, by the way,
was one of the most popular topics), the number of people sometimes reached
thirty.

In November 2002, a sharp decline in the number of pools in Russia began
for a toll-free phone. This significantly affected the number of users on the
channel. In the end, only the elite remained in the network, accustomed to
dialing before anyone else and having the possibility of dialing a number.

In December 2002, the chat started to fill up again with people. Then it was
the division into teams, the war began for the servers. In 2003, the clan dWp
based on the development of the new Night Sky 0.5 script was based on the
Sprint clan. This script should have become better than all existing at that
time, but the final release did not take place.

Since February 2003, the time of troubles has begun in the network. The
ports of the network servers threw various debris, people found a way to
break their router by sending large pings to it together, which is why it
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dropped everyone connected through it. All this was repeated every day. Logs,
scan sheets, blacklists and so on were actively compiled. Began a mass
mailing of Trojans and viruses. But the number of people on the channel still
has not decreased.

On February 23, 2003, the network was closed. By this time there was already
happening this chaos. Due to the constant employment of the modem pool
line, legal users could not get through, the company had to pay huge bills for
intercity. The network administrator forbade the circulation of all types of
packets on the internal subnet, and also cut off the output to the Internet
through Sprint. The Sprint community story is over.

Sprint today

Today, Sprint is no longer what it was before, and the passions for it have
subsided. Those people who continue to be interested in this network are
mainly interested in the systems there. The most interesting of them is
Dionis, developed by the Russian programmers of the NPP "Factor" company
and used in providing communication services: email, file transfer, database,
creating conferences, etc. Here is his invitation:

Welcome to DIONIS! 

ENTER YOUR NAME => ***** 

 PASSWORD => ***** 

There are also those who spend time searching and exploring corporate
intranets connected to Sprint. Many of these networks have access to the
Internet through some proxy server. Basically they are in the network
segment with dnic'om 03110 and belong to the United States. These are either
very large companies, or scientific centers, institutes and banks.

Related Links
best site on x.25 networks

zine about x.25 and not only

just beginning to develop a site about x.25 networks

Dionysus website

network information

a large collection of various information

 
 

 
DNIC (Data Network Identification Codes) is a network code consisting of four digits,
where the first digit is the region code, the second and third is the country code, and the
last is the network code in the country. For Russia, the first three digits are 250, and the
last: 
0  ROSPAC 
1  SPRINT 
2  IASNET 
3  MMTLnet 
4  INFOTEL 
6  ROSNET 
7  ISTOKK 
8  TRANSINFORM

 

Editor's note: To make the Sprint get-together picture more complete, I found
three people who had been hanging out on the net for a long time and agreed
to share their memories of the good old days. I give them a microphone.

http://x25.net.ru/
http://www.x25zine.org/
http://x25r.fastbb.ru/
http://lady.stsland.ru/
http://www.25.net.ru/
http://www.technojunkie.gr/x25/
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Alexsi

It all started with the fact that once at the bus stop I met my friend. He told
me that he was sitting in some kind of free chat that was on some kind of
network. This grid (later it became known as ICW5), as far as I know, was
opened by Euro aka euronymus. Since he himself was from Ufa, at first there
were mostly people from this city. But then some people threw the mesaghu
into fido, and this gave an influx of halyavshikov from all over Russia.

By the way, this grid was available not only from Russia but also from other
countries. Often there were people from Italy - Sc [] rP1 [] n666, for example.

Since ICW5 served to register and support Microsoft products, it had a time
limit of 15 minutes. Then followed the disconnect and had to call again.
Therefore, the newcomers asked the same question, which eventually got
everyone out: “And what about disconnect every 15 minutes?” :).

Another frequently asked question was: “Is this a free grid?” Or “How much is
1 minute on the network?”.

At dusk ICW5, when Equant's modem pools (this company provided access to
icw) hung at least 15 people around the clock, someone even made a page for
intimidating beginners with a message from a supposedly Microsoft: For
reasons related to the strong overload of modem pools of our company, we
are forced to make a local network located on the phone access in Russia + 7-
800-200-990-0, paid (except for access points of Microsoft ™ and Equant ™
employees). Payment is made according to the tariff: 1 hour of access - 0.8
USD, + long-distance tariff to the nearest {Equant ™} dial-up phones. We
apologize for any inconvenience. ” But even this did not give much effect, the
people kept arriving and arriving.

People in the grid met different, and with different interests. They made their
sites, ftp, irc servers, fido. The network gave people from all cities of Russia
the opportunity to share information, communicate, play, download mp3, or
just work together on some project. In addition, icw had websites from msn,
Microsoft, Compaq and HP. The truth about them for a long time no one
knew.

The admins' reactions to us were rather negative. First, in ICW5, access to the
Internet was banned, leaving only 80 and 81 ports, and after a mass
tunneling, they were also covered. The final blow, which was dealt by the evil
administrators, was the ban on the exchange of any traffic within the
network.
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Screenshot of the site www.icw5net.fatal.ru, dedicated to ICW5. At the time of this writing, it

is likely to be no longer available.

Nick Kourpan

I got to the Sprint in September of 2000. An acquaintance sitting there under
the nickname Phantom told me about the network (a couple of months after
that, he stopped appearing there). Sprint attracted by the fact that it was
completely free. At that time, there was no money for using the Internet in
large quantities, and in Sprint it was possible, though at low speeds, to
exchange files and chat.

A few weeks later I got infected with this chat and began to sit there all my
free time =) I remember, then in Sprint they used only one irc-server
IRCPlus. When more than 50 people were on the server, this program began
to slow down. But with different settings and on different systems, the degree
of glitches of the IRCPlus was not the same. From here and as a result of the
manifestation of some bad human qualities there appeared a rivalry between
hosters. Everyone who wanted to get virtual power over other people
stubbornly tried to occupy the most popular server address, the last digits of
which were 110.

The number of inhabitants of this small virtual world grew rapidly, it became
increasingly difficult to reach the modem pool, through which
communication with the local network was provided. The number of popular
server addresses also grew - to 110 Idla and 113 Arch-villains were added
some others, which I don’t remember. To take these addresses, people fought.
You can long remember the days of locking, the names of the nukes that could
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have been demolished the server =) The peak of virtual activity was in the
evening - from 18 to 23 hours life in Sprint was boiling.

But the sprinters talked not only virtually. Almost in all cities where users of
this local network were located, Sprints were arranged. This was the name of
the event where chat room attendees gathered and discussed networks, chat
rooms, hardware, and software. In St. Petersburg, they were held first once in
two weeks - on Saturday evening, and then every week. In the winter or in bad
weather, they went to a cafe, a bar sometime, in the summer - to parks. The
favorite place of St. Petersburg sprint was the Tauride Garden.

Sprint held in Ufa in 2001

Naturally, the majority of funny incidents accounted for just live meetings,
not virtual life. I haven't often been on Sprintovka, but I had a chance to see
horror faces and drunken fights =) Most often, it was fun. Specifically, my
activity in Sprint fell on the development period of the irc server sIRCs. I
think it is with this program that I associate with any Sprinter =) Therefore,
I’ll tell you a little about this server.
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Initially, I had the idea to create a program that would allow to read other
people's privates. That is how I started writing my RPI server. After a couple
of weeks, the result was a megabyte of conveniently readable privates, but
everyone quickly got tired of reading this, and the server, at least at least,
worked. So a frivolous project turned into a serious one. New versions of
SIRX began to appear constantly, someone began to use it except me. Very
quickly his ability to keep private conversations separately appeared and
became public. As a result, many people refused to use the server, some
people stopped coming to SIRKs at all, or stopped all private communication
with them. In a word, the program’s reputation has fallen. I had to remove the
possibility of reading privates and lure people to use SIRAX by adding some
settings and features that are not found in other servers. At that time, the
classic Sprint was already closed, and people began to wander from one
UUNET locale to another. However, this did not hinder the development of
the SIRX. The server gained popularity, there were people who until the end
so and used it.

Due to the deterioration of the situation in LANs and the emergence of a
permanent server, which was simultaneously in the Internet and in LANs, the
development of SIRKS was stopped. People simply did not need to include
any additional servers, because the global and omnipresent irc.megik.net
suited everyone.

If we talk about some specific personalities, in my opinion, the following
people stood out in particular:

Eadle is one of those people thanks to whom Sprint has become famous.

ZeroCold - Comrade Idla. If Idle was more visible in virtuality, then ZeroKold
was engaged in organizing Sprints in St. Petersburg for a long time.

ARHIZLODEi - a man who, almost from the very beginning, was in Sprint.

Mihey is the soul and heart of Sprintovok (just after his discharge from
ZeroKold's affairs, he appeared).

It’s hard for me now to remember everyone who deserves a place on this list,
and besides, I knew very few of them. Therefore, I will simply list the
nicknames (I apologize for possible spelling mistakes): Kanpu3ka,
BPEDuHka, Lora, Malena, Frag, Nikis, ManiaK, Yendor, GorshoK, Rage,
Hanz, vd_artur and many others.

My story describes the early period of the Sprint. I do not take into account
the period icw5 and some others. Therefore, these nicknames for many will be
unknown.
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Full list of ICW5 members

Xakerfucker

The way I found out about Sprint is pure coincidence, and I am grateful for
this. And I learned from FidoNet. The city in which I live is very small and
there are no fidosh servers in it. I went to Gomel to my cousin, where I saw at
some conference a phone number and password that I wrote down on a piece
of paper and, on arriving home in Russia, I immediately tried it. I did it all, I
got through, set up a little world and climbed on the IPs indicated in the post.
Seeing a few people talking, I was pleasantly surprised. Since this all started.

At first, like everyone else, I began to try to find out from those sitting there
whether it was a free chat. All amicably assured that it was so. Then I noticed
that my connection was cut off every 15 minutes. As it turned out, the time
limit was limited to those same 15 minutes. At first, this fact alerted, but the
thirst for free communication over the network took over. Sat for days and
nights, happened to go to bed at 6 in the morning, tirelessly calling back every
15 minutes. Soon, many people became akin; over time, more and more
people learned about the chat, and instead of 5-10 people were already under
30! Since the number of lines was limited, it became difficult to dial.
Sometimes you call for half an hour to talk for 15 minutes.

90% of people communicated in obscene form (I am also not an exception),
because in normal online chat rooms censorship was all around. In general, it
was a lot of fun. People played games over the network, exchanged photos,
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files, trojans :), set up FTP servers, communicated via NetMeeting on the
microphone. In short, they did everything they wanted. One person even
received fidosh mail through himself and distributed it to anyone.

I could work for the first time from home with the Fido network. In real life, it
was impossible to cross with anyone, because I live, again, in a small town.

Everyone, as a rule, talked about computers, aunts, network hacking, games,
about how someone spends time, and shared knowledge. Almost all
conversations took place on the #General channel, people were holding
together like a family.

screenshot chat on the network ICW5
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Главным событием было открытие халявной почты, с которой можно
работать как с полноценным е-мейл. Т.е. письма из ящика ходили в инет
и обратно. Правда эта почта была демонстрационной версией мыла на
MSN сервере и работала она всего 2 месяца. Но мне удалось найти
способ как пользоваться ящиком после того, как срок истекал.

Когда халявную почту прикрыли, все были жутко возмущены и с
опаской обсуждали перспективу закрытия всего Спринта. Потом все
поутихли, надеясь на лучшее. Но, как оказалось, зря.

Однажды я звонил по привычке на модемный пуд, пытаясь
подключиться к серверу чата, а сервера нет. Такое и раньше случалось,
когда на канале никого не было и некому было его поставить. Но после
того, как сканер портов в течении дня не смог найти ни одного живого
IP, я понял - сеть умерла. Вернее умерла только для нас – админы
блокировали файрволом IP.

Это было сравнимо с потерей близкого тебе человека! В душе была
пустота. Я долго не мог осознать в полной мере то, что мы никогда уже
вот так не пообщаемся. Правда потом кто-то стырил пароль на инфонет
и по мылу раздал всем, кто сидел раньше в Спринте. Но рай длился
всего несколько дней, пока этого не заметили админы. На этот раз все
действительно было закончено.

Я бы многое отдал, чтобы снова возродить эту сеть… 
  

Среди мужиков в ICW5 можно было увидеть много симпатичных
девчонок. Вот фотографии нескольких постоянных тусовщиц из чата.
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